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The simplified view of the problem 

Inclusive Jet production at the LHC:  
2 → 2 processes at LO 
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The reality … 
A schematic pp interaction 
 
Hard interaction 
 
Parton Shower 
 
Hadronisation 
 
 
Jets: flow of hadrons  
         around the direction  
         of the initial parton 
 
 



Recap on QCD … 
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Strong Interaction: Colour 

The colour property had to added to quarks in  
order for the quarks in hadrons to obey the Pauli  
Principle (                    J=3/2, wave function symmetric) 
The interaction binding quarks into hadrons is  
called strong interaction 

• colour plays the role of the charge in 
electromagnetic interactions 

Gluons are the carriers of the strong force 
• they themselves carry colour – different from 
electromagnetic interactions 

↑↑↑++ =Δ uuu
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The dynamics of quarks: QCD 
3 colours : Red, Green and Blue quarks interact  
with each other through the exchange of gluons. 
Gluons exchange colour between the quarks  
(Colour interaction). 
9 colour combinations but only 8 coulored 
gluons  

Colour octet: 
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•  Strong interactions are described by Quantum Chromodynamics    
  (QCD) which is based on QED 
•  Both in QED/QCD interaction mediated by massless spin 1 particle 
•  QCD was developed during the 1970’s 
•  Local gauge theory SU(3) 
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Inexistent neutral 
colour-singlet 
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Quark-Gluon Interactions 

Fundamental QCD interaction diagrams 
Ø Gluon emission 
Ø Gluon splitting in quark-antiquark 
Ø Gluon self-couplings – no analogous in QED 

Ø “non-Abelian” theory 
QCD incorporates two of the most important features of  

the interactions among quarks and gluons:  
confinement and asymptotic freedom 
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Confinement 
The concept of confinement provided a solution of the  
non-observation of free quarks, only colourless (“white”)  
objects are seen: the hadrons 
 
 
 

•  The potential energy required to separate two quarks  
    increases linearly with their distance r 
 
 
 
 

§  quarks and gluons cannot be seen free in nature: exist as colourless  
   hadrons 
§  the energy injected into a hadron does not separate the quarks but goes  
into the creation of new quark-antiquark pairs  
and hence additional hadrons 
 

Example: try to isolate a charm quark →  
production of D mesons 
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Mesons: Baryons: 
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QED: Electric Charge Screening 

If we place a test charge closer to the 
electron we penetrate the positron cloud 
and the measured charged increases.  
 
In QED the effective coupling (effective 
charge) becomes smaller when we get 
away from the charge (probe at smaller 
energies) → screening 

In quantum field theory an electron can suddenly emit a photon which can  
then annhiliates into an electron-positron pair and so on 

                    The original electron is surrounded  
                    by e+e- pairs. As opposite charges  
                    attract, the positive charges are closer  
to the electron.The negative charge of the  
electron is effectively screened 

Large distance 
Low Energy probe 
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Small distance 
High Energy probe 
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QCD: Colour Anti-Screening 

Cloud around quark does not decrease 
but increases its effective charge ! 

In QCD, due to quark radiation of 
gluons the effective coupling 
increases when we get away from the 
charge (probe at higher energies) →  
anti-screening 

In quantum field theory a quark can suddenly emit a gluon. The gluon also 
carries colour so they spread out the effective colour charge of the quark 

                 The original quark is surrounded  
                 by qq pairs.  The additional                      
                 diagrams in QCD reverse the                 
                behaviour. A red charge is         
 preferentially surrounded by red charges 
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Large distance 
Low Energy probe 

Small distance 
High Energy probe 
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Asymptotic Freedom 
The anti-screening of the colour charge is called asymptotic freedom 
èAsymptotically (for very small separations) two red quarks  
interact through colour fields of reduced strength and approach a  
state where they behave as essentially free non-interacting particles 
 
    The physics nobel prize 2004 
     Gross, Politzer, Wilczek 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2004/phyreading.html 

QCD theory established  
in the 70’s 
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Coupling Constants 
α is a measure of the strength of the electromagnetic interactions: α = e2/4π	

In the gauge theory of the electromagnetic interactions QED, a gives the  
probability for emitting or absorbing a photon: 

→ a factor        is associated with each absorption 
or emission of a photon by an electrical charge e 

α

→ a factor        is associated with each absorption 
or emission of a gluon by a colour charge gs 

sα

Similarly αs is a measure of the strength of the strong interactions: αs=gs
2/4π	
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The running of the Couplings 
Large distance 
Low Energy probe 

Small distance 
High Energy probe 
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α ≈ 1/137 

αS ≈ 1 

•  In QED due to charge screening the 
magnitude of the electric charge depends 
on the distance to the particle 
è the coupling constant α varies with the 
distance and the coupling is said to “run” 
 
•  Similarly, in QCD the magnitude of the 
strength of the interaction also depends 
on the distance to the particle 
è  the coupling αS “runs” 

•  Due to asymptotic freedom small values 
of the coupling occur for small distances 
 
 è Therefore perturbation theory works  
for small distances (high energy) in QCD 
 
 

1 fermi 
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Grand Unification 
Since the couplings run, it is expected 
that they merge at a very large scale of 
order of 1015 GeV 
•  At this scale, a Grand Unification Theory 
(GUT) would unify the strong, weak and 
 all the interactions observed at small scales 
Are then different aspects of the same  
Interaction 
 

•  Several models have been proposed, one of them 
is the grand unification under SU(5) group proposed in 1874 by Georgi and 
Glashow 
 

•  The most important prediction of GUTs is the decay of the proton: GUTs predict 
a lifetime of 1031 years for the proton 
 Many experiments have been setup to detect the decay 

of the proton, but no such event has been observed so far 



Is QCD the theory of  
strong interactions? 
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Evidence for Quarks: Di-jet events 

Example of event from JADE detector at the PETRA 
 e+e- storage ring in Hamburg: 31 GeV c.m. energy 
……….. photons (π0 à γγ) 
--- --- --- mainly π+ & π- 

 (B = 0.5 T → curved trajectories) 

    

€ 

e +e− → qq → 2 jets

First observation of back-to-back two-jet events 
in  the SPEAR collider (SLAC) in 1975 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•  Back-to-back collimated bunches of tracks from 
charged hadrons in the central tracking detector 
•  Back-to-back clusters of energy deposits from 
charged and neutral hadrons in the calorimeter 
  

Back-to-back 
structure 
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Gluons and three-jet events 

    

€ 

e +e− → qq g → 3 jets

Gluons:  useful tool or real particles? 
•  The order αS corrections to 
  gives three jets in the final state 

  

€ 

e +e− → qq 

Are such events observed? 

JADE detector at the PETRA e+e- storage ring 
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Quark Jets and Gluon jets:  
Angular Distribution 

Spin ½ quarks: α = +1 
Spin 0 quarks:  α = -1  

    

€ 

dσ
d cos(θ)

≈ [1+α cos2(θ )]

Quark induced jets: spin ½! 

Distribution of angle of the highest energy 
jet in 3-jet events with respect to the line 
of flight of the other two jets in their cms 
frame 
 

Predictions for spin 1 (vector) and 
spin 0 (scalar) gluons 

    

€ 

e +e− → qq → 2 jets

    

€ 

e +e− → qq g → 3 jets

è Gluons are spin 1 particles 

TASSO detector  
at PETRA e+e- collider 
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Evidence for triple-gluon vertex:  
Four-jet events 

Four jet events have been observed 
in the e+e- Collider LEP 

Diagrams that also contribute  
to the 4-jet cross section: 

Diagrams that contain triple-gluon vertex: 
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Evidence of quark colour species 
•  At leading order (no QCD corrections) 

Since the muon cross section is well known, a measurement of the hadron cross  
section counts directly the number of quarks, their flavour and their colour: 
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QCD prediction confirmed by data! 

s: center of mass energy 
s=Q2=2Ebeam α	
 α	
 α	
 α	
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s = 2Ebeam (GeV )

R Increase beam energy: access more 
and more quark flavours 

σ (e+e− → µ+µ− ) = 4πα
2
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Precision tests of QCD at LEP 
QCD based on Non-Abelian SU(3) group 

Use variables sensitive to non-abelian character of QCD, self interacting gauge boson  
in contrast to abelian theories like QED, in 4-jet events 
Eg. SU(3) group of QCD could be replaced by the abelian |U(1)|3 group 

CA=3   CF=4/3   TF=1/2 

χΒZ= angle between planes  
determined by two lowest and  
two highest energy jets 

Results are in agreement 
with predictions of the 
SU(3) theory (QCD) 

Colour factors: relative strength of splitting functions 

Obtained by fit of angular  
correlations in 4 jet events 
using LEP data 

For SU(Nc):  
CA=Nc CF=(NC

2-1)/2NC, TF=1/2  

cos χBZ =
(
p1 ×
p2 ) ⋅ (

p3 ×
p4 )p1 ×

p2
p3 ×
p4



Jet physics @ LHC 
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QCD at the LHC 

QCD jets is dominant background pp collision at 14 TeV cms energy 

Searches for Higgs particle 

Searches for Supersymmetry 

EW Physics 
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QCD studies at the LHC 

•  Not statistically limited 
•  First measurements performed at the multi TeV energy scale 
were QCD measurements 
 
 
•  Re-establish the Standard Model 
  test extrapolations from Tevatron/HERA energies 
 
•  Background needs to be understood for almost every search  
  for new physics 
 
•  Key ingredient for physics  
 commissioning of LHC experiments 
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QCD Factorization:  
theoretical calculation of cross sections  

Hadron-hadron (Tevatron, LHC) interactions 
are described in QCD as: 
Incoherent sum of the interaction of the  
constituent partons (quarks, gluons) from  
one proton with those of the other proton 

A separation of the short ranged (hard processes) and long-ranged (soft processes) 
is introduced called Factorization. 
The QCD factorization theorem states that for hard scattering reactions the cross 
section can be decomposed into the flux of incoming particles and the cross section 
(matrix element) for the hard scattering of the two partons i and j. 

                                                                     The flux of incoming particles (fi, fj ) depends on        
                                                                     the parton distribution functions: 
probability that a parton carries a fraction x of the hadron momentum 

In order to perform factorization a hard scale (µF) is introduced and the long-ranged 
non-perturbative effects are absorbed in the parton distribution functions. 
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QCD evolution equations 
The dependence of the parton distribution functions can be calculated within  
perturbative QCD. The main origin of this dependence is that a quark 
seen at a certain scale Q0

2 as carrying a certain fractional momentum of the 
hadron x0 can be resolved into more quarks and gluons if probed at a higher 
scale Q2 carrying a smaller fraction of the hadron momentum (x<xO). 
 

The DGLAP (Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi) equations give  
the quark and gluon distribution for any value of Q2  provided they are  
known at a value Q0 (from deep-inelastic scattering experiments):  

Splitting Functions Pij(x): 
probability of finding a parton i 
with fractional momentum x 
originating from parton of type j 
i,j can be a quark or a gluon 
 

The structure functions measured can be compared to other experiments and 
predictions can be made in regions where no measurements exist, e.g. the LHC 
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QCD calculation of jet cross sections 

σ̂ a ,b  partonic cross section 

fa,b (x,µF
2 ) parton densities 

Fµ
  factorization scale which separates the short-range (´hard´) part  
  of the strong interaction from the long-range (´soft´) part which  
   is not calculable in perturbation theory  

σ AB = dxad∫ xb fa/A(xa ,µF ) fb/B (xb ,µF )σ̂ ab→X

σ AB = dxad∫ xb fa/A(xa ,µF ) fb/B (xb ,µF ) ⋅ σ̂ 0 +αS (µR )σ̂ 1 +…#$ %&ab→X

a,b = q,q,g   incident partons with fraction x  
  of proton momentum 

The renormalisation scale is introduced to handle the divergencies in  
the calculations. After renormalisation the bare couplings of the theory  
are replaced by renormalized couplings → αS=αS(µR) 

Perturbative expansion: 
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QCD calculation of jet cross sections 

LO 

NLO 

At LO QCD a jet is modelled by a single parton. 
Parton direction and energy ↔ jet axis and energy 
•  Comparison of measured jet distributions with LO QCD  
shows that the shapes are well predicted. The overall normalisation is 
uncertain due to the dependence on the  renormalisation (µR) scale 

The inclusion of NLO corrections reduces dependence  
on µR ; the normalisation is more certain 

Single jet inclusive distribution at ET = 100 GeV 

NLO diagrams 

Real corrections Virtual corrections 

At infinite order cross sections do not depend  
on the chosen values  of µR, µF 
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Jets and hadronisation 
•  Perturbative calculations lead to partonic final states which are not accessible  
  by experimentalist hadrons and not partons are observed in the detectors 
 

•  The observed hadrons are the result of the fragmentation process:  
   first the parton radiate more partons (parton shower) and finally they  
   recombine in colours singlets (hadronisation) 

This flow of hadrons around the original parton direction is called a jet 
•  it carries the momentum and quantum numbers of the original parton 
•  The first step in comparing experimental results  
   with theoretical calculations is to group the hadrons  
   into jets to recover the parton topology 
 

•  This is best done by applying jet algorithms to  
the observed hadrons 
 

•  Several jet algorithms exist that give a proper  
  definition of a jet 
  clustering algorithms, cone algorithms, … 

Parton shower + 
hadronisation 
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Jet algorithms 
A jet algorithm should  
• associate the final state hadrons to jets  
• allow calculation of jet quantities: transverse energy, direction ...  

A jet algorithm should be 
•  collinear-safe: two collinear particles are equivalent to one with 
                            the combined momentum     
•  infrared-safe : no dependence on emission of  low energy particles 

A jet algorithm should give the smallest   
•  parton-to-hadron corrections (more later)    
•  next-order corrections in the perturbative calculations 

as possible  

Searching for jets with a jet algorithm is something  
more sophisticated than collecting the observed hadrons  
with a bucket 
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Cone jet algorithms:  
purely space driven 

Cone algorithms Maximize total transverse energy in a cone in η-φ 
•  cut on energy only at the end, or to define a seed (to speed up processing) 
•  separate jets only by distance 
•  Solve overlap by progressively removing objects or split-and-merge procedures 

below seed threshold 
(no jets) 

above seed threshold 
(1 jet) 

Traditional cone algorithms are not-infrared and collinear safe 
to all orders in perturbative QCD 

IRn+1: given n hard particles, additional soft emission can modify the number of jets 
Colln+1: given n hard particles, splitting of one can modify the final number of jets 

widely used at the Tevatron 
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Clustering jet algorithms: 
energy driven 

Clustering algorithms: infrared and collinear safe by construction 

Cone jet kt jet 

1) For all particles the quantities di, dij are calculated:   

dij =min pTi
2⋅a ,pTj

2⋅a{ }
Δηij

2 +Δφij
2( )

D2
di = pTi

2⋅a

The distances are weighted with the transverse energies to 
combine particles with small relative momentum  

2) An iterative process is made  
      - If min{dij,di}=dij the particles i and j are combined  
      - If min{dij,di}=di the particle i, a protojet, is excluded from clustering 
    until no particles remain for clustering 

a=  1: kt algorithm èclustering of soft particles, irregular jets (used at LEP/HERA) 
a=  0: Cambridge-Aachen algorithm è energy-independent, irregular jets 
a= -1: anti-kt algorithm èclustering of hard particles, cone-like jets (ATLAS, CMS) 
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Jet algorithms 
All collinear and infrared safe algorithms in the market are acceptable in terms  
of computing speed: no excuse to not use them anymore! 
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CMS experiment 

Tracker: η< 2.5 
Calorimeter: η<5 

Lowering of the central wheel  
with the 3.8 Tesla Solenoid 

Heaviest detector @ LHC! 
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Rapidity (mass ~0): 
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What do we actually measure? 

•  traces of charged particles in the tracker 
•  energy deposits of electrons and photons in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
•  energy deposits of of hadrons in the hadronic calorimeter 
•  segments in the muon chambers 
è Combine to reconstruct particle flow particles which are used as input to  
    jet clustering algorithm to reconstruct “detector level” jets 
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Jet composition 
60% of charged hadrons (pions and kaons) 
30% of photons (from π0 decays)  
10% of neutral hadrons    
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Jets and hadronisation 

Lund Fragmentation 
•  colour "string" stretched between quarks moving apart  
•  string breaks to form 2 colour singlet strings, and so on 
   until only on-mass-shell hadrons 
•  Implemented in PYTHIA MC 

Cluster Fragmentation 
•  colour-singlet clusters of neighboring partons formed 
•  Clusters decay into hadrons 
•  Implemented in HERWIG MC 

Hadronisation: non-perturbative processèphenomenological models used 

Monte Carlo simulations: leading order matrix element + hadronisation  

PARTONS               HADRONS 
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Physics at the LHC is complicated!  
underlying event and pileup 

Underlying Event (UE) 
everything else in the event on top of the 
hard scattering 
•  softer interactions from the remaining    
  partons in the colliding hadrons 
•  model description.  
   e.g.: multiple-parton interactions 

Pile Up (PU) 
Additional minimum bias interactions overlayed  
to a physics collision in the same beam crossing 
statistical effect: Poisson distribution  
•  5-10 PU interactions at low lumi (1033cm-2s-1) 
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Jet types: data and theory comparisons 
Type of jets Inputs to jet algorithm 
Detector Particles reconstructed in the detectors 
Generator  (Hadron level) Hadrons in the MC 
Parton Partons from MC or NLO QCD calculations 

The detector jets need to be corrected for detector effects (jet energy corrections) 
to be able to compare to the theoretical predictions  
 èthe corrections can either be obtained from the MC+detector simulations or 
     from the data. CMS: data-driven corrections + small residual corr. from MC 
 

The theoretical QCD NLO calculations refer to partons while the data are 
corrected to hadron level. The MC models are used to estimate parton-to-hadron 
corrections to be applied to the  theoretical calculations 

Detector jets 

Parton jets 
NLO QCD parton-to-hadron MC corrections  

jet energy corrections + 
residual MC corrections 

Comparison at 
hadron level 
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Hadron Level Definition in CMS 
         Only particles before the beampipe are considered. 
•  Lifetime > 10 mm set stable 

•  Lifetime < 10 mm set unstable: decayed in Pythia 
 

Hadron Level jets two collections with input: 
 

•  genParticlesAllStable : all stable particles 
 

•  genParticlesAllStableNoNu: exclude neutrinos and   
                                                    non-interacting BSM particles 
 

Hadron Level MET two collection with input: 
 

•  genParticlesAllStableNoNu: exclude neutrinos and   
                                                    non-interacting BSM particles 
•  genCandidatesForMET: exclude neutrinos, muons and   
                                              non-interacting BSM particles 
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Parton-to-hadron correction 
•  GenJet: “hadron-level” jet, i.e. after hadronisation 
•  From parton to hadron: all the energy is not clustered 
•  Correction factors need to be applied to the parton level QCD predictions 
•  The correction factors depend on the algorithm used and “cone” sizes  

dij =min pTi
2 ,ETj

2{ }
Δηij

2 +Δφij
2( )

D2

kt algorithm  
KT4: D=0.4 
KT6: D=0.6 

Siscone 
SC5: cone size R=0.5 
SC7: cone size R=0.7 

Parton jets  
NLO QCD parton-to-hadron MC corrections  

Comparison to data 
at hadron level 
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Detector jets: jet energy corrections (JEC) 

pt
corrected = ( pt

Raw − pt
Offset )×CRe l (η, pt

Offset )×CAbs ( pt
Re l )

Relative corrections: make jet response uniform in the detector (η) 
Absolute corrections: make the response flat in pt 
 

Optional 
Flavor: correction to hadron level for different types of jet (b, tau, etc.) 
Underlying Event: luminosity independent spectator energy in jet removed 
Parton: correction to parton level 

(Et
Reco / Et

Truth )MC ≤ 1Jet Response: 

The reconstructed energy in the detector is lower than the truth energy 
due to dead material in front of the calorimeter, dead regions, … 

Offset corrections: correct for background from electronic noise & pile-up 

Default Corrections: to hadron level 
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JEC: offset corrections 

Correct for backgrounds from  
electronic noise and pile-up 

Calorimeter electronic noise 
Study events triggered by zero-bias but 
vetoing minimum bias 
• only non-collision events with conditions  
   similar to collision events: beams in  
   the machine, same clock, … 
 
Pile-up 
study events triggered by minimum-bias  minimum bias trigger:  

events with some signal in  
scintillators in forward region 
(there was a collision) 
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JEC: relative corrections (pseudo-rapidity)  
Define the central region in the detector as reference 

•  Bring the response everywhere to 
the level in η < 1.3 

•  Use dijet events selecting explicitly 
back-to-back jets 

•  One jet η < 1.3 (control) and  
    second jet (probe) 
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JEC: absolute corrections (pt) 
Bring the response flat in pt 

•  Use γ+jet events 
Photon (control): pt well measured  
in the electromagnetic calorimeter 
Jet: probe 
 

Select explicitly one jet and perform 
pt balance 

γ	
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Jet measurements:  
comparison to theoretical predictions 
Detector jets 

Parton jets  
NLO QCD 

parton-to-hadron MC corrections  

jet energy corrections+residual MC corr. 

Comparison at 
hadron level 

d2σ
dpTdy

!

"
##

$

%
&&
i

=
Num. of jets in bin i

L ⋅ Δpt ⋅ Δy

L: luminosity of the data sample 
Δpt, Δy: bin width 
 
Experimental uncertainty: 
dominated by the jet energy scale 
3-5% 
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Data/Theory comparison 
Experimental uncertainty:  
jet energy scale 

Theory uncertainty:  
• renormalization & factorisation scale: dominant! 
• PDF (proton structure function) 
• Parton-to-hadron corrections: use two different MC models for hadronisation 

The jet energy scale uncertainty 
is ≤ 5% but as the spectrum is 
steeply falling the effect is large! 
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Jets: search for dijet resonances 
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Summary 
Understanding of QCD and jets crucial to do 
LHC physics 

•  Background to many searches 
•  Many processes have jets in final state 
• There are jet-only-based searches 


